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Contemporary cultural theory is far better at understanding the present
than at reconciling itself to its location within the history of thought.
There is something in the acknowledgment of prior influences that sug-
gests a liberal and developmental view of intellectual history. This view
of history is one that makes scholars identifying with critical traditions of
theory uncomfortable, but it does so at their peril.
That is because we find ourselves today in theory’s waiting room. Postmodernism has
come and taught us much. Psychoanalytic feminism, cultural studies, poststructuralism, and
other more specialized interventions in the name of Foucault, Spivak, Deleuze, hooks, and
others have changed how we think about the world. But the postmodern tendency in theory
is one that has conditioned a certain recklessness with respect to how we appreciate what we
owe and where we have come from. 
Shane Gunster is an assistant professor in the Communication program at Simon Fraser
University who is trying to right this wrong. His 2004 book Capitalizing on Culture is a won-
derfully lucid re-reading of Adorno and Benjamin, and it is a credit to the University of
Toronto Press’ “Cultural Spaces” series. Then in a strong second act, the book critiques the
unproductive relationship that the Birmingham tradition of cultural studies has sustained
with the Frankfurt School’s legacy. This admirable work of scholarship succeeds both as a
summary of the dense and elliptical arguments developed in works such as Dialectic of
Enlightenment and The Arcades Project and, more importantly, as an invitation to dialogue
with theory’s past.
Gunster’s argument is that the Frankfurt School has suffered from well-meaning conde-
scension by later cultural theorists who have paid homage—but not careful attention—to
critical theory. Cultural studies, while sympathizing with the principle and politics of
Frankfurt, has largely ignored its insights into the relationship between culture and capital-
ism. It has overlooked notably the central problem of commodification in the work of Adorno
and Benjamin, and it has done so at a time when, as Gunster writes, “it is difficult to deny
that the commodity form now exercises a profound influence over contemporary forms of
culture” (p.4).
The book’s chapter structure is a magnificent piece of dialectical argument. Chapters 1
and 2 present a review of Adorno’s work on the culture industry and the commodity. These
concepts have been emptied of some of their subtlety by the political economy of communi-
cation, a tradition whose understanding of Marxism has always been far superior to its sen-
sitivity to culture. Chapter 3 consists of an examination of Benjamin, developing his work as
a hopeful counterpoint to Adorno’s famous pessimism. 
Chapter 4 then consummates the dialectical style by bringing a much fresher and care-
fully articulated Adorno and Benjamin into conversation with the Birmingham tradition of
analysis. This chapter addresses the unsatisfactory terms of Birmingham’s exchange with
Frankfurt. Birmingham’s birth itself was an act of critical negation, an act of defiance against
the functionalism and media effects that dominated social science and media studies respec-
tively in the early 1960s. But its scofflaw attitude also led to a tendentious interpretation of
the Frankfurt School’s contributions. 
The sad fact is that the succession of two great neo-Marxist traditions of media and cul-
ture in the twentieth century was so poorly handled that it has taken Shane Gunster’s remark-
able book to reconcile them decades later. It suggests a fascinating counterfactual possibility:
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What would the Birmingham tradition have become if it had not mishandled things? What
would have been the benefits to the theoretical and political New Left if there had been
greater generational continuity?
Chapter 5 is a reading of the work of American cultural theorist Lawrence Grossberg
with particular reference to the concept of articulation. Articulation is the means by which
otherwise unrelated elements in a culture are arranged into a meaningful whole. Gunster uses
articulation as a conceptual means of staging peace talks between the Frankfurt and
Birmingham traditions. He sees the concept of articulation as an opportunity through which
cultural studies might undertake more seriously the twin problems of commodity and com-
modification. This is the way to cultural studies’ continued relevance. 
Gunster’s book invites even deeper questions than those raised expressly in Capitalizing
on Culture. The Frankfurt School represents one of the best examples of modern thought as
brought to bear on capitalist society. That is, modernity’s value as an epistemological archive
as it relates to media and culture was raised to perhaps its highest level in the work of Adorno
and Benjamin. What was lost in the translation between the impossibly erudite scholars at
Frankfurt and the streetwise critics at Birmingham was more than an appreciation of com-
modity and commodification: it was theory’s own modernity.
The rise of postmodern theory’s erratic star was as much a product of the poor defence
of modern thought as it was of postmodern theory’s genius. Modern thought, daunted by the
contradictions presented it in the mid-twentieth century, was weakened further by this lack of
correspondence between the two traditions. Today, theorists find themselves investigating
phenomena—technological simulation, cultural hybridization, global finance—that confront
us with their irrationality. Theorists would be far better equipped to speak to our present-day
paradoxes with a more robust modernity, one that might underwrite methods and concepts that
draw strength from reason and, perhaps, even a second look at Romanticism’s contributions.
The culture industry increases in power with every new corporate venture that achieves
“synergy” and “convergence.” Gunster sees hope in the vision of utopia that persisted even
amid the horrors that the Frankfurt theorists witnessed. He writes: “The utopian moments in
mass culture can only be accessed through a relentless form of negative critique that frees
them, however fleetingly, from the suffocating embrace of the culture industry’s false pleas-
ures” (p.276).
Utopia, the belief that a better world is possible now, was the means to modernity’s ulti-
mate redemption from all the terrible things that were done under its watch. Gunster’s pro-
found and optimistic scholarship stages a conversation that should have happened decades
ago. Through Capitalizing on Culture, we are fortunate to be able to listen in, learn from it,
and expect more from cultural studies.
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